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I	  will	  talk	  about:	  	  
• 	  The	  outskirts	  of	  groups	  &	  clusters	  	  
• 	  Gas	  moLons	  &	  metallicity	  
• 	  AGN	  heaLng	  (radio	  jets)	  
• 	  How	  do	  AGN	  heat	  the	  hot	  gas	  in	  groups/clusters?	  
• 	  How	  much	  power	  is	  available?	  
• 	  Over	  what	  Lmescales?	  

• 	  GalacLc	  coronae	  
Important	  issues	  I	  won’t	  talk	  about:	  

• 	  Turbulence	  &	  magneLc	  fields	  
• 	  Groups	  &	  clusters	  at	  moderate	  redshi\.	  
• 	  Low-‐mass	  groups	  /	  formaLon	  of	  IGrM.	  



ter typically follows a functional form described
by Navarro, Frenk, White (20), also known as
the NFW profile. We used the data from the NW
arm of the Perseus Cluster, which appears dy-
namically relaxed, to determine the best-fit total
mass profile, assuming an NFW form (SOM text).

The best-fit mass model parameters are typical
of those predicted from numerical simulations;
the NFW model provides a good description of
the Suzaku data.

Measuring the total mass profile allowed us
to calculate the virial radius of the cluster, r200 =

1.79 T 0.04 Mpc, the corresponding enclosed
total mass M200 = 6.65+0.43!0.46 ! 1014 solar
masses, and the cumulative gas mass and gas
mass-to-total mass fraction, fgas, as a function
of radius (Fig. 4). At relatively small radii of 0.2
to 0.3 r200, the measured fgas value is in good
agreement with direct measurements from the
Chandra X-ray Observatory (5) and measure-
ments of the Sunyaev-Zel'dovich (SZ) effect (21)
for two large samples of galaxy clusters. At about
half of r200, the integrated gas mass fraction
reaches the cosmic mean value computed from
the CMB (22), considering that on average 12%
of the baryons are in stars (23, 24) and the rest
are in the hot x-ray–emitting gas phase. Outside
2/3 of the virial radius, where the entropy also
deviates from the expected power law behav-
ior, we find that the apparent fgas exceeds the
cosmic mean baryon fraction measured from
the CMB (22).

The most plausible explanation for this ap-
parent excess of baryons at large radius is gas
clumping. In the x-rays, the directly measurable
quantity from the intensity of the bremsstrah-
lung emission is the average of the square of
the electron density, < ne

2 >, rather than < ne > .
If the density is not uniform (that is, the gas is
clumpy), which is expected to occur as matter
falls into the cluster, the average electron density
estimated from the bremsstrahlung intensity will
overestimate the true average, affecting the gas
density, gas mass fraction, entropy, and pressure
profiles.

Outside the central region, and inside the ra-
dius where clumping becomes important, the
measured fgas profile shows good agreement
with recent numerical simulations (25), where
a semianalytic model was used to calculate the
energy transferred to the intracluster gas by su-
pernovae and active galactic nuclei during the
galaxy formation process. This model did not
include a realistic implementation of gas cool-
ing and does not capture the complex processes
in the central cool core of the cluster; the model
is therefore not plotted in this region. Extrapolat-
ing this model into the outskirts where clump-
ing is important, we used its predictions together
with the measured fgas to determine by how
much the electron density must be overestimated
to produce the difference between the data and
the model. This factor (plotted in green in the
bottom panel of Fig. 4) reaches a value of up to
4 in the last annulus centered around the virial
radius. The dense clumps are likely to be infall-
ing and may be confined by ram pressure.

Correcting the electron density using this fac-
tor, and accordingly the entropy and pressure
profiles, we obtained the red lines shown in Fig.
3. The clumping-corrected entropy profile along
the NWarm is consistent with the expected power-
law profile. Moreover, the clumping-corrected
pressure is also consistent with that expected by
extrapolating the average profile of a sample of
clusters previously studied with XMM-Newton
(19). The corrected electron density decreases

Fig. 3. Deprojected electron den-
sity (ne), entropy (K), and pressure
(P) profiles toward the NW (red data
points) and E (blue data points).
The red line shows the NW profiles
corrected for clumping. The expected
entropy profile from simulations of
gravitational collapse (17, 18) is a
power law with index b ~ 1.1, over-
plotted as a black dotted line in the
entropy panel. The average profile
of a sample of clusters previously
studied with the XMM-Newton sat-
ellite within ~0.5 r200 (19) is shown
with a solid black curve in the pres-
sure panel; its extrapolation to r200
is shown with a dotted black line.

Fig. 4. The integrated, en-
closed gas mass fraction
profile for the NW arm.
The cosmic baryon frac-
tion from WMAP7 (22) is
indicated by the horizon-
tal dashed black line; ac-
counting for 12% of the
baryons being in stars
(23, 24) gives the expected
fraction of baryons in the
hot gas phase, shown as a
solid black line. The val-
ues previously measured
for a sample of relaxed clus-
ters at smaller radii with
Chandra (5) are shown
with blue dots. Predictions
from numerical simulations
(25) are shown in green.
The bottom panel shows
by how much the electron
density should be over-
estimated in each annu-
lus because of clumping,
in order for the cumulative
fgas not to exceed the cor-
respondingly colored curves in the plot above.
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• 	  Tracing	  Perseus	  and	  Virgo	  to	  virial	  radius
(Simionescu	  et	  al.	  2011;	  Urban	  et	  al.	  2011).	  

• 	  DeviaLons	  from	  expected	  radial	  profiles,	  
to	  lower	  temperatures,	  higher	  densiLes.	  

Perseus	  



  Taken	  at	  face	  value,	  spectra	  
indicate	  fgas>	  universal	  fbaryon,	  
and	  deviaLon	  of	  entropy	  from	  
r1.1	  scaling.	  

ExplanaLons:	  
1.  Electron-‐Ion	  equilibraLon	  

issues	  (Akamatsu	  2011,	  
Kawaharada	  2010)	  

  Can	  explain	  low	  kT	  but	  not	  
high	  densiLes?	  	  

2.  Clumping:	  Outside	  R500	  ICM	  
contains	  small	  clumps	  of	  
cool	  gas	  which	  dominate	  X-‐
ray	  emission	  (Simionescu	  et	  al	  
2011;	  Urban	  et	  al.	  2011)	  

ter typically follows a functional form described
by Navarro, Frenk, White (20), also known as
the NFW profile. We used the data from the NW
arm of the Perseus Cluster, which appears dy-
namically relaxed, to determine the best-fit total
mass profile, assuming an NFW form (SOM text).

The best-fit mass model parameters are typical
of those predicted from numerical simulations;
the NFW model provides a good description of
the Suzaku data.

Measuring the total mass profile allowed us
to calculate the virial radius of the cluster, r200 =

1.79 T 0.04 Mpc, the corresponding enclosed
total mass M200 = 6.65+0.43!0.46 ! 1014 solar
masses, and the cumulative gas mass and gas
mass-to-total mass fraction, fgas, as a function
of radius (Fig. 4). At relatively small radii of 0.2
to 0.3 r200, the measured fgas value is in good
agreement with direct measurements from the
Chandra X-ray Observatory (5) and measure-
ments of the Sunyaev-Zel'dovich (SZ) effect (21)
for two large samples of galaxy clusters. At about
half of r200, the integrated gas mass fraction
reaches the cosmic mean value computed from
the CMB (22), considering that on average 12%
of the baryons are in stars (23, 24) and the rest
are in the hot x-ray–emitting gas phase. Outside
2/3 of the virial radius, where the entropy also
deviates from the expected power law behav-
ior, we find that the apparent fgas exceeds the
cosmic mean baryon fraction measured from
the CMB (22).

The most plausible explanation for this ap-
parent excess of baryons at large radius is gas
clumping. In the x-rays, the directly measurable
quantity from the intensity of the bremsstrah-
lung emission is the average of the square of
the electron density, < ne

2 >, rather than < ne > .
If the density is not uniform (that is, the gas is
clumpy), which is expected to occur as matter
falls into the cluster, the average electron density
estimated from the bremsstrahlung intensity will
overestimate the true average, affecting the gas
density, gas mass fraction, entropy, and pressure
profiles.

Outside the central region, and inside the ra-
dius where clumping becomes important, the
measured fgas profile shows good agreement
with recent numerical simulations (25), where
a semianalytic model was used to calculate the
energy transferred to the intracluster gas by su-
pernovae and active galactic nuclei during the
galaxy formation process. This model did not
include a realistic implementation of gas cool-
ing and does not capture the complex processes
in the central cool core of the cluster; the model
is therefore not plotted in this region. Extrapolat-
ing this model into the outskirts where clump-
ing is important, we used its predictions together
with the measured fgas to determine by how
much the electron density must be overestimated
to produce the difference between the data and
the model. This factor (plotted in green in the
bottom panel of Fig. 4) reaches a value of up to
4 in the last annulus centered around the virial
radius. The dense clumps are likely to be infall-
ing and may be confined by ram pressure.

Correcting the electron density using this fac-
tor, and accordingly the entropy and pressure
profiles, we obtained the red lines shown in Fig.
3. The clumping-corrected entropy profile along
the NWarm is consistent with the expected power-
law profile. Moreover, the clumping-corrected
pressure is also consistent with that expected by
extrapolating the average profile of a sample of
clusters previously studied with XMM-Newton
(19). The corrected electron density decreases

Fig. 3. Deprojected electron den-
sity (ne), entropy (K), and pressure
(P) profiles toward the NW (red data
points) and E (blue data points).
The red line shows the NW profiles
corrected for clumping. The expected
entropy profile from simulations of
gravitational collapse (17, 18) is a
power law with index b ~ 1.1, over-
plotted as a black dotted line in the
entropy panel. The average profile
of a sample of clusters previously
studied with the XMM-Newton sat-
ellite within ~0.5 r200 (19) is shown
with a solid black curve in the pres-
sure panel; its extrapolation to r200
is shown with a dotted black line.

Fig. 4. The integrated, en-
closed gas mass fraction
profile for the NW arm.
The cosmic baryon frac-
tion from WMAP7 (22) is
indicated by the horizon-
tal dashed black line; ac-
counting for 12% of the
baryons being in stars
(23, 24) gives the expected
fraction of baryons in the
hot gas phase, shown as a
solid black line. The val-
ues previously measured
for a sample of relaxed clus-
ters at smaller radii with
Chandra (5) are shown
with blue dots. Predictions
from numerical simulations
(25) are shown in green.
The bottom panel shows
by how much the electron
density should be over-
estimated in each annu-
lus because of clumping,
in order for the cumulative
fgas not to exceed the cor-
respondingly colored curves in the plot above.
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1.  Do	  we	  see	  clumping	  in	  all	  
clusters	  &	  groups?	  
•  Vikhlinin:	  Yes	  in	  A133	  	  
•  E.	  Miller:	  No	  (one	  cluster,	  

eight	  more	  TBD).	  

•  Kawaharada:	  Yes	  in	  A1689,	  
but	  not	  in	  one	  quadrant.	  

•  Humphrey:	  No	  in	  fossil	  
group	  RXJ	  1159+5531	  	  

2.  How	  big	  are	  the	  clumps?	  
•  Simionescu:	  5kpc	  
•  Vikhlinin:	  50-‐100	  kpc	  

3.  What	  is	  their	  origin?	  
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Fig. 8.— Left: Radial distribution of the enclosed gas fraction (fgas) and baryon fraction (fb) in RXJ1159+5531. The blue dotted line
indicates the Univeral baryon fraction (0.17: Dunkley et al. 2009), while we also indicate various interesting radii. In yellow, we show the
predicted fgas profile at this mass scale from recent numerical simulations (Young et al. 2011). Right: The local (di!erential) gas fraction
profile. At large radii, this exceeds the Universal value, indicating that gas has been pushed out to these scales.

TABLE 2
Baryon fraction results and error budget

Test fg,2500 fg,500 fg,vir fb,2500 fb,500 fb,vir

Marginalized 0.048± 0.001 0.087 ± 0.005 0.14 ± 0.02 0.12+0.009
!0.01 0.124+0.007

!0.008 0.17± 0.02
Best-fit (0.048) (0.089) (0.149) (0.117) (0.127) (0.174)

"DM profile +0.002 (±0.001) !0.005 (±0.004) !0.044 (±0.01) +0.03 (±0.01) ±0
!

+0.006
!0.008

"

!0.046 (±0.01)

"AC ±0
!

+0.002
!0.001

"

±0 (±0.005) !0.003 (±0.02) !0.022 (±0.01) !0.012
!

+0.006
!0.007

"

!0.009 (±0.02)

"Background +0.001 (±0.001) +0.004
!0.001 (±0.006) +0.02

!0.01 (±0.02) +0.00
!0.00 (±0.01) ±0.00 (±0.01) +0.02

!0.01 (±0.02)

"SWCX +0.001
!

+0.001
!0.002

"

+0.003 (±0.005) +0.02
!

+0.01
!0.02

"

!0.021
!

+0.02
!0.01

"

!0.005
!

+0.01
!0.01

"

+0.02
!

+0.01
!0.02

"

"Rmax ±0 (±0.001) +0.002
!

+0.005
!0.006

"

+0.004 (±0.02) !0.001 (±0.01) !0.001 (±0.01) +0.009
!

+0.01
!0.02

"

"3d +0.004 (±0.002) +0.01
!

+0.007
!0.005

"

+0.03 (±0.02) +0.02 (±0.01) +0.02
!

+0.01
!0.01

"

+0.04 (±0.02)

"Fit priors ±0 (±0.002) !0.002 (±0.005) +0.003
!0.005 (±0.02) +0.00

!0.00 (±0.01) +0.00
!0.00 (±0.01) +0.00

!0.00 (±0.02)

"Stars ±0
!

+0.001
!0.001

"

+0.002 (±0.005) +0.009 (±0.02) +0.03
!0.04 (±0.01) ±0.02 (±0.01) ±0.01 (±0.02)

"Weighting ±0
!

+0.002
!0.001

"

!0.002 (±0.005) !0.015
!

+0.01
!0.02

"

+0.003 (±0.01) !0.003 (±0.01) !0.016 (±0.02)

"PSF ±0 (±0.002) !0.002 (±0.005) !0.010 (±0.02) !0.005 (±0.01) !0.003 (±0.01) !0.006 (±0.02)

"Instrument +0.002
!

+0.002
!0.002

"

!0.003 (±0.01) !0.028
!

+0.02
!0.03

"

!0.006 (±0.01) !0.005 (±0.01) !0.026
!

+0.02
!0.03

"

"Spectral !0.003 (±0.001) !0.007 (±0.005) !0.020 (±0.02) !0.004 (±0.01) +0.00
!0.01 (±0.01) !0.017 (±0.02)

"Distance +0.01
!0.01 (±0.002) +0.02

!0.01 (±0.01) +0.03
!0.02 (±0.02) +0.003 (±0.01) +0.01

!0.00 (±0.01) +0.02
!0.01 (±0.02)

"Entropy ±0 (±0.002) ±0 (±0.005) !0.001 (±0.02) !0.003 (±0.01) ±0 (±0.01) ±0 (±0.02)

"Covariance ±0
!

+0.002
!0.001

"

+0.004
!

+0.005
!0.006

"

+0.011
!0.002 (±0.02) !0.002

!

+0.01
!0.01

"

+0.00
!0.00 (±0.01) +0.01 (±0.02)

Note. — Marginalized values and 1-! confidence regions for the gas fraction (fg,!) and baryon fraction (fb,!) measured at vari-
ous overdensities (!). We also provide the best-fitting parameters in parentheses, and a breakdown of possible sources of systematic
uncertainty, following Table 1. We find that fb is reasonably robust to most sources of systematic uncertainty, especially within R2500.

the Cosmological baryon fraction (0.17: Dunkley et al.
2009). We stress there is no extrapolation in this mea-
surement of fb at the virial radius, since the Suzaku data
reach the virial radius in this system. This behaviour is
strikingly similar to the isolated Galaxy NGC720 (H11),
which has a virial mass !2 orders of magnitude smaller
than RXJ1159+5531.
In Fig 8, we also show the radial distribution of the en-

closed gas fraction, which rises steeply with radius (as is
typically observed in groups and clusters, e.g. Vikhlinin
et al. 2006). For comparison, we overlay the predic-
tions of recent numerical simulations (Young et al. 2011),

which systematically under-estimate the true gas frac-
tion. At small scales (or higher overdensities) the low fgas
indicates that gas has either been bound up into stars or
“pushed out” to large radii by feedback. However, the
approximate baryonic closure of the system suggests that
little gas has been evacuated completely from the system
in such a process. That gas has been “pushed out” in this
way is reflected in the di!erential gas fraction (i.e.the gas
density divided by the total mass density at a given ra-
dius), which actually exceeds the Cosmological baryon
fraction outside !500 kpc (Fig 8, right panel). In all,
we find that !65% of the gas within Rvir actually lies
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Humphrey	  et	  al.	  (2011)	  	  
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is z̄ = 0.18320 ± 0.00004 ± 0.00035, where the first error is
the statistical error and the second one is the systematic error
due to photometric uncertainty of each galaxy. Our sample of
galaxies thus statistically represents a slice around A1689 in
redshift space.

The resulting map of galaxies smoothed with a Gaussian
kernel of FWHM = 20.!0 is shown in the right panel of
Figure 9. In the Offset1 direction, a filamentary overdensity
region outside the virial radius is found, where the galaxy
number density is more than 1.5 times higher than those in
the other directions. In the Offset4 direction outside the FOV
of XIS, a narrow sheet of galaxies is also found, which is
connected to a northwest overdensity region. We note that
the projected elongated direction of cluster mass and galaxies
(left panel of Figure 9) does not coincide with the filamentary
direction (right panel), suggesting that a mass structure seen
in the central region of a cluster is not necessarily connected
directly to a filament. Our result does not change even when we
choose twice or half !z in the galaxy selection. We also tried
to investigate the line-of-sight filamentary structure by a Monte
Carlo simulation computing the redshift distribution of galaxies
with photometric errors. However, we could not obtain reliable
results within a redshift resolution smaller than "10 Mpc. We
could not see the line-of-sight structure from the spectral data
of SDSS either, because available number of galaxies is too
small.

The high temperature and entropy region in the outskirts is
clearly correlated with the galaxy overdensity region associated
with the large-scale structure outside A1689, as shown in
Figure 10. This indicates that the ICM in the outskirts is
significantly affected by surrounding environments of galaxy
clusters, such as the filamentary structures and the low-density
void regions. The large-scale structure would play an important
role in the thermalization process of the ICM in the outskirts.
In particular, our result suggests that the thermalization in the
outskirts along the filamentary structure takes place faster than
that in the void region.

5.2. A Joint X-ray and Lensing Analysis

In this subsection, we carry out a joint X-ray and lens-
ing analysis, incorporating Subaru/Suprime-Cam and Hubble
Space Telescope/Advanced Camera for Surveys (HST/ACS)
data. A1689 has been the focus of intensive lensing studies in
recent years (e.g., Broadhurst et al. 2005a, 2005b; Limousin
et al. 2007; Umetsu & Broadhurst 2008; Corless et al. 2009).
It has been shown by Broadhurst et al. (2005a) and Umetsu
& Broadhurst (2008) that joint lensing profiles of A1689 ob-
tained from their ACS and Subaru data with sufficient quality
are consistent with a continuously steepening density profile
over a wide range of radii, r = 10–2000 kpc h#1, well de-
scribed by the general NFW profile (Navarro et al. 1996, 1997),
whereas the singular isothermal sphere model is strongly dis-
favored. They also revealed that the concentration parameter
of the NFW profile, namely, the ratio of the virial radius to the
scale radius, cvir = rvir/rs , is much higher than predicted by cos-
mological N-body simulations (e.g., Bullock et al. 2001; Neto
et al. 2007). We note that the virial radius, rvir, within which the
mean interior density is !vir $ 110 (Nakamura & Suto 1997)
times the critical mass density, "cr(z), at a cluster redshift is
given by

Mvir = 4
3#!vir"cr(z)r3

vir. (7)

Figure 10. Gas temperature map of A1689 (shown in the black box), embedded
in the SDSS galaxy map, which is a magnification of Figure 9 (right). Contours
of the galaxy map are also overplotted for comparison. The temperatures are the
best-fit values determined by the spectral analysis in Section 4.3. See Figure 6(a)
or Table 5 for their errors.

In the present paper, the full lensing constraints derived from
the joint ACS and Subaru data allow us to compare, for the first
time, X-ray observations with the total mass profile for the entire
cluster, from the cluster center to the virial radius. The lensing
analysis is free from any assumptions about the dynamical state
of the cluster, so that a joint X-ray and lensing analysis provides
a powerful diagnostic of the ICM state and any systematic offsets
between the two mass determination methods.

Here, we first summarize our lensing work on A1689 before
presenting the results from our joint analysis. Umetsu &
Broadhurst (2008) combined HST/ACS strong lensing data with
Subaru weak lensing distortion and magnification data in a two-
dimensional analysis to reconstruct the projected mass profile.
Their full lensing method, assuming the spherical symmetry,
yields best-fit NFW model parameters of Mvir = 1.47+0.59

#0.33 %
1015 M& h#1 and cvir = 12.7 ± 2.9 (including both statistical
and systematic uncertainties; see also Lemze et al. 2009), which
properly reproduce the observed Einstein radius of $E = 45!! for
zs = 1 (Broadhurst et al. 2005b). Here, we deproject the two-
dimensional mass profile of Umetsu & Broadhurst (2008) and
obtain a non-parametric M3D profile simply assuming spherical
symmetry (Broadhurst & Barkana 2008; Umetsu et al. 2009a).
This method is based on the fact that the surface-mass density
"m(R) is related to the three-dimensional mass density "(r) by
an Abel integral transform; or equivalently, one finds that the
three-dimensional mass M3D(< r) out to spherical radius r is
written in terms of "m(R) as

M3D(< r) = 2#

! r

0
dRR"m(R) # 4

! '

r

dRRf

"
R

r

#
"m(R),

(8)
where f (x) = (x2 # 1)#1/2 # tan#1(x2 # 1)#1/2 (Broadhurst
& Barkana 2008). We propagate errors on "m(R) using Monte
Carlo techniques taking into account the error covariance matrix

Kawaharada	  et	  al.	  (2010)	  
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Figure 3. Metallicity map showing the central 5! " 5! of Hydra A. Each
bin contains approximately 22500 counts. Brighter regions represent a higher
metallicity. The average error per bin is approximately 18%. The 330 MHz
emission is shown by the white contours and the 1400 MHz emission is shown
by the black contours.

3. DISCUSSION

3.1. Iron Mass

We estimate the excess iron mass in two regions. First, we
assume that the metal-enriched gas fills the entirety of the on-jet
regions defined in Figure 1. Second, we consider only in the most
significant iron excess shown in yellow in Figure 3. We consider
both regions because the mass estimate depends critically on the
volumes and filling factors (which we assume to be unity) of the
metal-enhanced regions. The uncertainty associated with these
quantities should be smaller in the yellow region alone. At the
same time, the true enhancement must be larger as it is indeed
spread over a large volume. We compute the iron mass as

MFe = !V ZfFe,#, (1)

where Z is the metallicity of the gas, fFe,# is the iron mass
fraction of the Sun, V is the volume, and ! is the density of
the gas assuming ne = 1.2nH. The density was calculated from
the deprojection of the surface brightness profile along the jets
assuming the volumes of the semi-annular wedges shown in
Figure 1.

For the first case, the difference between the iron mass along
the jet and the iron mass of the underlying metal distribution in
equal volumes is plotted in Figure 4 for both north and south
regions. A significant excess is seen in the second, third, and
fourth bins along both jets. The total volume of these bins
combined is 4.1 " 1070 cm3. We find a total excess iron mass of
3.2+1.1

$1.0 " 107 M# along the northern jet and 3.6+1.9
$1.6 " 107 M#

along the southern jet. These values are consistent with the upper
limit found by Simionescu et al. (2009).

In our second case, the volumes of the regions are approxi-
mated as cylinders extending from 15 kpc outside the nucleus to
a radius of 100 kpc, with an approximate width of 25 kpc. Their
total volume is 2.7 " 1069 cm3. After subtracting the average

Figure 4. Diamond points represent the excess iron mass along the northern jet
compared to the global profile. The cross points represent the excess iron mass
along the southern jet. Only the second, third, and fourth bins show a significant
excess.

metallicity of the undisturbed background 0.42 Z/Z#, we esti-
mate the excess iron mass within the yellow region in Figure 3
to be %1.6 " 107 M#.

The excesses iron mass represents a significant fraction of
the total iron mass in the gas surrounding the BCG. The total
iron mass measured within a 30 kpc radius is 1.61+0.60

$0.52 "
108 M#, consistent with the value in both David et al. (2001)
and Simionescu et al. (2009). Assuming the the excess iron
originated at the center of the cluster, this implies that %10%–
30% of the iron originating from this central region has been
displaced along the jets.

Using the relationship of Böhringer et al. (2004), we estimate
the time required to replenish the lost iron through SNe Ia and
stellar mass loss as

tenr = (10$12S"Fe + 2.5 " 10$11#Fe)$1 MFeLB#

LB
. (2)

Here, "Fe = 0.7 M# is the iron yield from SN Ia and #Fe =
2.8 " 10$3 is the iron mass fraction from stellar mass loss.
With a B-band luminosity of LB = 9.2 " 1010 L# (David et al.
2001) and a supernova rate of S = 0.15 SNU (Cappellaro et al.
1999), the enrichment time required to replace the uplifted iron
is approximately 0.2–0.7 Gyr. The enrichment time is a small
fraction of the age of the cluster and is only two to seven times
larger than the age of the outburst that created the surrounding
shock front. Thus, the central metallicity peak would recover if
the AGN becomes dormant for a period of only a few times its
current age.

Because some star formation is occurring in the BCG, we
have also considered the contribution from SN ii enrichment.
Assuming one supernova per 100 solar masses of stars produced
and a star formation rate of 1–5 M# yr$1 (McNamara 1995) in
the BCG, we find only 3% of the total iron mass is expected to
originate from SN ii enrichment over this time-scale.

3.2. Outflow Energy

The fraction of the AGN outburst energy required to lift the
enriched gas to its present position provides a lower limit to
the AGN energy deposited into the high metallicity gas near the
BCG. This value can be estimated by calculating the difference
in gravitational potential energy between the original position

0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4

1’ / 38 kpc

Hydra	  (Kirkpatrick	  et	  al	  2009)	  

3.3	  keV	  cluster,	  outburst	  energy=1061	  erg	  
Oumlow	  extent	  120	  kpc,	  MFe	  2-‐7x107	  M	  	  
5%	  of	  outburst	  energy	  needed	  to	  li\	  gas	  	  

AWM	  4	  (O’Sullivan	  et	  al.	  2011)	  

2.4	  keV	  cluster,	  outburst	  energy	  =	  ~5x1058	  erg	  
Extent	  of	  oumlow	  =	  35	  kpc	  
Fe	  mass	  upli\ed	  =	  1.4x106	  M#

~10%	  of	  outburst	  energy	  required	  for	  upli\.	  
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>10	  examples	  known	  (Kirkpatrick	  et	  al.	  2011)	  
Oumlow	  radius	  Rfe	  α	  Pjet0.42	  	  
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Figure 7. Top: projected temperature maps of the A1644-S (left) and A1644-N (right). Contours are of X-ray surface brightness identical to Figure 3. Spectral model
parameters for SROI1 are shown in Table 2. Color gradient shown by color bar is temperature in keV. Bottom: average of the high and low 90% confidence interval
on projected temperatures.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

streams (AM06; Poole et al. 2006). We discuss the implications
of this further in Section 5.

In A1644-N (Figure 7, right), we see a more circularly
symmetric temperature structure near the core, in approximate
agreement with X-ray brightness contours. There is a compres-
sion of the X-ray isophotes to the southwest and the minimum
in the temperature map (corresponding to the lowest entropy
gas) lies at the inner edge of this compression. This com-
pression indicates that the core in A1644-N is moving to the
west with respect to its surrounding gas. We extract spectra

in a radial sector across this edge and discuss the results in
Section 5.2.

4.3. Fitting the Surface Brightness Edges

Figure 5(a) shows the surface brightness profiles of the
two sectors in A1644-S (regions SQ2 and SQ3 in Figure 4,
left). We observe the edge in each sector, where the surface
brightness drops abruptly at r ! 12.""1 (!12 kpc) in SQ2 and
r ! 32.""6 (!31 kpc) in SQ3 from their respective centers
of curvature. We select radial bins inside and outside these
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Johnson	  et	  al.	  (2010)	  A1644	  
Temperature	  

2	  keV	  

5	  keV	  

	  >60%	  of	  CC	  clusters	  show	  evidence	  of	  sloshing	  (Johnson	  et	  al.,	  in	  prep.)	  	  
• 	  Mixing:	  High	  metallicity	  gas	  pushed	  outward,	  high	  entropy	  gas	  drawn	  into	  core.	  
	  	  	  In	  Virgo,	  ~8%	  of	  metals	  upli\ed	  by	  sloshing,	  2%	  by	  AGN	  (Simionescu	  et	  al.	  2010)	  

• 	  MagneLc	  fields:	  Sharp	  edges	  of	  cold	  fronts	  indicate	  suppressed	  conducLon.	  

94 A. Simionescu et al.

Figure 2. XMM-MOS mosaic of M87. Left: exposure-corrected image divided by the best-fitting radially symmetric beta model. Right: extraction regions
used for the radial profiles in Section 3 and the two Suzaku fields overplotted on the exposure corrected image. Colour bar units are counts per second.

the area of the corresponding extraction region, shows a very clear
discontinuity at 19 arcmin (!90 kpc), the radius of the outer cold
front. At the radius of the inner cold front, the surface brightness
profile towards the SE crosses from being systematically higher to
being systematically lower than the corresponding profile towards
the NW. The jump however is less pronounced, and is only evident
once the strong radial trend is removed using a symmetric model, as
was done in Fig. 2. The temperature profile towards the SE rises be-
yond the inner cold front at !33 kpc discussed by Simionescu et al.
(2007) and then becomes flat, while the projected temperature to the
NW stays flat or decreases slightly in the radial range beyond 30 kpc
and only shows a sharp rise at the cold front at 19 arcmin (!90 kpc).
Therefore, from the temperature profiles, we can conclude that the
surface brightness discontinuities both at 33 and 90 kpc are cold
fronts rather than shocks, exhibiting a lower temperature of the gas
on the denser side. After increasing outside of the 90-kpc cold front,
the temperature seems to decrease again beyond 30 arcmin. This is
however most likely a feature of the general Virgo temperature pro-
file rather than being associated with the event that caused the cold
front. A more detailed deprojection analysis will be presented by
Forman et al. (in preparation).

Typically two types of cold fronts have been discussed in the lit-
erature (see Markevitch & Vikhlinin 2007; Owers et al. 2009) and
two different mechanisms for producing them have been proposed.
On one hand, cold fronts have been seen in merging clusters, where
often the remnant core belonging to an infalling group or smaller
cluster can still be identified. The best and most famous example
here is the bullet cluster (Markevitch et al. 2002). The cold front
then exists at the interface between the cool, dense remnant core

and the ICM of the cluster with which it is merging. This is clearly
not the case for M87, which appears relatively relaxed apart from
the X-ray arms and other small-scale features in the very centre
(inner !1 arcmin), all of which seem related to AGN–ICM inter-
action (e.g. Feigelson et al. 1987; Matsushita et al. 2002; Forman
et al. 2005; Simionescu et al. 2008). The most probable explanation
for the opposite and radially staggered cold fronts in M87 thus is
gas sloshing, similar to that proposed by Markevitch et al. (2001)
in A1795, where the gravitational potential of a cool core cluster
can be perturbed by a past subcluster infall. Because of this distur-
bance, the central ICM is displaced and fronts are created where
cooler and denser parcels of gas from the centre come into con-
tact with the hotter outskirts. Numerical simulations show that the
sloshing typically follows a spiral pattern, which can explain the
placement of the two cold fronts in M87 at different radii on oppo-
site sides from the centre (Tittley & Henriksen 2005; Ascasibar &
Markevitch 2006). Using the mass profile of Matsushita et al.
(2002), the Keplerian velocity is "550 km s#1 for an orbit with a
radius of 33 kpc and 850 km s#1 for a radius of 90 kpc. A rough es-
timate for the time needed for the two fronts to become out of phase
by 180$ is thus !/(!33 # !90) = 0.4 Gyr, where ! = v/r is the angu-
lar velocity at the corresponding radius. This estimate is likely to be
low.

An interesting topic for further simulations in the case of M87
will be whether the large-scale bulk motions due to ICM sloshing are
strong enough to cause the observed bending of the AGN-inflated
radio lobes and of the associated E and SW X-ray arms.

Apart from the marked increase in temperature beyond the sur-
face brightness discontinuities at 33 and 90 kpc, another common

C% 2010 The Authors. Journal compilation C% 2010 RAS, MNRAS 405, 91–99

Simionescu	  et	  al.	  (2010)	  
Virgo	  
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XMM	  0.5-‐2	  keV	   Residual	  from	  surface	  brightness	  model	  

• 	  Paired	  cold	  fronts	  (Gastaldello	  et	  al.	  2009).	  
• 	  BGG	  offset	  from	  group	  mean	  velocity	  by	  150	  km/s	  (Mendel	  et	  al.	  2008).	  
• 	  Also	  seen	  in	  IC	  1860	  (Gastaldello	  et	  al.,	  in	  prep.),	  NGC	  5098	  (Randall	  et	  al.	  2009)	  
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Figure 6. Temperature map derived from the ACIS-S3 data, with the cavity
regions from Figure 4 overlaid. The temperature uncertainties are between
2% and 3% across the map. The dashed lines show the positions of the
prominent surface brightness edges indicated in Figure 1. The color bar gives
the temperature in keV. The shocks stand out as temperature peaks coinciding
with the surface brightness edges. Cooler gas follows the southeastern edges of
the intermediate surface brightness cavities indicated in Figure 1.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

are also not detected at 1.4 GHz in the NRAO VLA Sky Sur-
vey (NVSS, which has a beam size of 45!!) or at 1.36 GHz in
archival VLA C array configuration observations (see Table 1).
We note that we have checked the available archival VLA data
at higher frequencies for substructure and find that only the cen-

tral AGN is detected, with no associated substructure. The outer
cavities, which are outside the field of view (FOV) of Figure 5,
do not show any detected radio emission at any frequency. The
radio images are therefore qualitatively consistent with what is
expected for intermittent AGN outbursts, where the electrons
contained in the cavities age due to synchrotron, inverse Comp-
ton, and adiabatic losses as the cavities rise buoyantly after the
outburst phase. The central cavities contain recently accelerated
electrons, which emit at high and low frequencies, while older
cavities contain older electron populations with fewer energetic
particles and weaker high frequency emission.

4. THE THERMAL STRUCTURE OF THE GAS

4.1. Temperature Map

The X-ray image (Figure 1) shows complicated structure in
the ICM, which fills the FOV. To study the thermal structure of
the ICM, we generated a temperature map, requiring 1500 net
counts per extraction region. The resulting temperature map,
with the X-ray cavity regions overlaid, is shown in Figure 6.
The corresponding pseudo-pressure and pseudo-entropy maps
are shown in Figure 7. The extraction radii range from 2.!!8
(0.4 kpc) in bright regions near the core to 59!! (9 kpc) in faint
outer regions. The temperature uncertainties are between 2%
and 3% across the map.

The temperature map shows that even in the projected,
effectively smoothed map, the hot (0.7–0.75 keV) 10 kpc shocks
are visible at the location of the prominent surface brightness
edges (see Section 4.2.3 for a detailed comparison). The pseudo-
pressure map also shows large jumps across the edges, consistent
with these features being shock fronts. There is a trail of cool
0.55 keV gas though the galaxy center, along the line defined by
the X-ray cavities indicated in Figure 1, terminating at the edges
of the intermediate cavities (we discuss this feature further in
Section 5.4). The kT " 0.65 keV gas extends to larger radii (out
to "27 kpc) in the east–northeast, coincident with the extension
of diffuse emission across the outer edge in Figure 3. East of this

1.00e-05 1.08e-05 1.27e-05 1.72e-05 2.80e-05 5.34e-05 1.14e-04 2.57e-04 5.94e-04

Shock

Shock

10 kpc

10 12 16 25 48 101 227 525 1226

Shock

Shock

10 kpc

Figure 7. Pseudo pressure (left) and entropy (right) maps, in arbitrary units. The pressure map was calculated as kT A1/2 and the entropy map as kT A#1/3, where A
is the apec normalization scaled by the area of the extraction region. The overlaid regions are the same as in Figure 6. The pressure jumps at the 10 kpc shocks are
visible "10 kpc northwest and southeast of the central peak.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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• 	  Best	  understood	  method	  of	  heaLng,	  
probably	  occur	  in	  most	  systems,	  but	  
difficult	  to	  observe.	  
• 	  Typically	  weak	  shocks	  	  (Mach	  <	  2).	  

Example:	  NGC	  5813	  (Randall	  et	  al.	  2011)	  

• 	  Two	  shocks	  and	  three	  pairs	  of	  caviLes	  
• 	  Outburst	  power	  varies	  by	  factor	  ≥6.	  
• 	  Energy	  in	  shocks:	  0.2-‐3x1057	  erg	  
	  	  (40-‐80%	  of	  total	  outburst	  energy).	  

• 	  Sufficient	  heaLng	  from	  shocks	  	  to	  balance	  
cooling	  in	  central	  10	  kpc	  (assuming	  10%	  
efficiency)	  without	  cavity	  contribuLon.	  

Chandra	  0.3-‐2	  keV	  

Chandra	  Temperature	  



1’ / 17 kpc

1.5’ / 16.5 kpc

Smoothed	  Chandra	  0.3-‐2	  keV	  residual	  images	  

1’ / 17 kpc

1.5’ / 16.5 kpc

235	  MHz	  GMRT	  contours	  

HCG	  62	   NGC	  5044	  

• 	  CaviLes	  inject	  pV	  energy	  via	  expansion,	  turbulence	  in	  wake	  
• 	  HCG62	  caviLes	  are	  paired,	  NGC5044	  caviLes	  isotropically	  distributed	  by	  gas	  moLons.	  	  
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GiN	  et	  al.	  (2010)	   David	  et	  al.	  (2009,	  2011)	  

• 	  Low-‐frequency	  radio	  reveals	  outer	  lobes,	  unclear	  from	  X-‐ray	  or	  high-‐freq.	  radio	  
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Virgo/M87	  	  VLA	  330	  MHz	  

Own,	  Eilek	  &	  Kassim	  (2000)	  

Perseus/NGC1275	  	  Chandra	  X-‐ray	  

Fabian	  et	  al.	  (2006)	  

Age	  of	  outer	  “mushroom”	  lobes:	  
	  few	  x107	  –	  108	  yr.	  

Age	  of	  pancaked	  caviLes:	  7-‐8	  x107	  yr.	  



0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

3’ / 33 kpc

Cold Front

GMRT 235 MHz contours
NGC 5044: Abundance map

(b)
GMRT 327 MHz contours
Chandra 0.3-2 keV residual map

165’’ / 20 kpc
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GMRT 235 MHz

Buoyancy	  age	  of	  outer	  lobe	  4.5x107	  yr	  
Morphology/abundance	  indicate	  mixing?	  

NGC	  5044	   NGC	  1407	  

Old	  radio	  lobes?	  No	  apparent	  caviLes.	  
Synchrotron	  age	  esLmate:	  >170	  Myr	  
Buoyancy	  age	  esLmate:	  <40	  Myr	  
Could	  lobes	  be	  mixed	  with	  IGM?	  



Pcav=4pV/tbuoy	  

Power	  needed	  to	  balance	  cooling:	  
  In	  clusters:	  4PV	  
  In	  groups/ellipLcals:	  1PV	  
Sca{er	  at	  least	  a	  factor	  of	  4	  

UncertainLes:	  
  Shocks	  –	  factor	  ~10?	  
  Buoyancy	  Lmes	  –	  factor	  ~5?	  
  Viewing	  angle	  –	  factor	  3	  (Mendygral	  et	  

al.	  2011)	  
  	  Gas	  moLons	  /	  AGN	  “weather”	  
  	  Old/young	  caviLes	  undetected.	  
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(Bolometric	  LX	  for	  region	  tcool≤7.7	  Gyr)	  
See	  also	  Rafferty	  et	  al.	  (2006),	  Nulsen	  et	  al.	  (2007)	  



  What	  is	  the	  (radio)	  AGN	  duty	  cycle?	  107	  yr	  on	  in	  every	  108?	  
  Systems	  with	  mulLple	  shocks	  or	  cavity-‐pairs:	  

 Interval	  between	  outbursts	  varies	  by	  factor	  >10.	  
  Outburst	  duraLon	  can	  be	  comparable	  to	  this	  interval:	  	  
	  AWM4	  	  sLll	  acLve	  a\er	  17x107	  yr,	  	  	  
	  NGC4261	  	  sLll	  expanding	  near-‐sonically	  a\er	  ~6.5x107	  yr.	  	  	  	  
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System	   Feature	   Interval	  (yr)	  

NGC5813	   Shocks	   1	  x107	  	   Randall	  et	  al.	  (2011)	  

HCG62	   Lobes/caviLes	   5	  x107	  

NGC5044	   Lobes/caviLes	   3	  x107	  

Perseus	   CaviLes	   5-‐7	  x107	   Dunn	  et	  al.	  (2006)	  

Hydra	   CaviLes	   7-‐25	  x107	   Wise	  et	  al.	  (2007)	  
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0.3-1 keV 1-3 keV

3-5 keV 5-7 keV

• 	  Small-‐scale	  cool	  cores	  (<10	  kpc	  radius)	  
in	  group/cluster	  dominant	  galaxies.	  

	  Difficult	  to	  detect,	  especially	  at	  z>0.1	  

• 	  Sharp	  temperature	  gradient	  	  

(e.g.,	  4	  keV	  in	  <	  2	  kpc)	  

• 	  Spitzer	  conducLon	  would	  heat	  
coronae	  on	  short	  Lmescales	  (<~107	  yr).	  

	  MagneLc	  isolaLon.	  

• 	  HeaLng	  by	  AGN	  jets	  would	  destroy	  
coronae	  if	  more	  than	  ~1%	  efficient.	  

 Breaks	  AGN	  feedback	  cycle!	  
• 	  Stellar	  mass	  loss	  in	  BCG	  ≈	  cooling	  rate	  
	  Self-‐sustaining?	  

AWM	  4	  (O’Sullivan	  et	  al.	  2010)	  
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  Coronae	  and	  Large	  Cool	  Cores	  
host	  equally	  powerful	  radio	  
sources.	  

  In	  LCCs:	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Lradio	  α	  Lcool.	  	  
  In	  coronae:	  

	  	  Lradio	  is	  independent	  of	  Lcool.	  	  

  In	  groups,	  the	  most	  powerful	  
radio	  sources	  	  (L1.4GHz>1024	  W/
Hz)	  are	  only	  found	  in	  coronae	  	  

	  corona	  radio	  sources	  
effecLve	  in	  prevenLng	  
formaLon	  of	  LCCs	  in	  groups?	  

Groups	  
Poor	  Clusters	  
Rich	  Clusters	  



 	  In	  clusters	  we	  can	  easily	  select	  representaLve	  samples,	  examine	  
both	  populaLon	  properLes	  and	  detailed	  physics.	  	  

 	  Very	  few	  representaLve	  group	  samples	  are	  available.	  

  OpLcal	  selecLon	  very	  unreliable	  for	  small	  numbers	  of	  galaxies.	  

  Nearby	  X-‐ray	  selected	  samples	  biased	  toward	  centrally	  peaked	  systems	  
(Eckert	  et	  al.	  2011),	  e.g.,	  85%	  of	  groups	  in	  Dong	  et	  al.	  (2010)	  are	  CC.	  

  X-‐ray	  selecLon	  at	  moderate-‐z	  may	  be	  be{er,	  but	  groups	  are	  faint,	  so	  
studies	  of	  detailed	  physics	  (cooling,	  mixing,	  feedback,	  etc.)	  are	  difficult.	  

	  Detailed	  group	  studies	  focus	  on	  individual	  systems,	  or	  small	  
non-‐staLsLcal	  samples.	  
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  Complete,	  opLcally-‐selected	  
sample	  of	  53	  groups:	  

  4+	  galaxies,	  1+	  early-‐type	  
  D<80	  Mpc	  

  Dec.	  >	  -‐30°	  (VLA	  &	  GMRT)	  

  Avoids	  bias	  toward	  cool-‐core	  
systems	  in	  RASS-‐based	  X-‐ray	  
samples	  (Eckert	  et	  al.	  2011)	  	  

  Goal:	  complete	  coverage	  in	  	  
X-‐ray	  (Chandra/XMM)	  and	  
radio	  (GMRT	  610	  &	  235	  MHz).	  

  Richer	  half	  of	  will	  be	  almost	  
complete	  by	  2012.	  
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XMM	  0.3-‐2	  keV	  /	  SDSS	  opLcal	  

(90μJy	  r.m.s.,	  
contours	  levels	  
=	  3,6,12	  σ	  )	  

GMRT	  610	  MHz	  contours	  /	  SDSS	  g’-‐band	  	  



  For	  “jet-‐mode”	  feedback:	  
  What	  happens	  to	  the	  extra	  energy	  available	  in	  groups?	  
  How	  and	  where	  do	  we	  get	  the	  3pV	  out	  of	  radio	  lobes?	  Mixing?	  
  How	  is	  cavity/lobe	  energy	  isotropised?	  Gas	  moLons?	  
  Are	  galacLc	  coronae	  doing	  something	  interesLng?	  

  For	  “quasar-‐mode”:	  Can	  we	  observaLonally	  determine	  whether	  QSOs	  
are	  heaLng	  their	  environment	  and	  if	  so,	  how?	  

  Gas	  moLons:	  Upli\/sloshing	  impacts	  many	  systems,	  affects	  metals,	  
AGN,	  etc.	  Could	  this	  be	  important	  for	  cosmological	  simulaLons?	  

  Clumping	  in	  cluster	  outskirts:	  What	  is	  the	  origin	  of	  the	  clumps?	  Do	  
they	  exist	  in	  groups	  as	  well?	  

  We	  all	  agree	  (?)	  groups	  are	  important	  –	  how	  should	  we	  go	  
about	  building	  representaLve,	  well-‐observed	  samples?	  
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